VEHICLE LIGHTS: ROTARY STROBES

(A) SERIES: FB1
MODEL SHOWN: FB1-CP-SC
COMPACT ROTARY LIGHT - with permanent magnet motor and highly polished reflector. Provides 90 flashes per minute. Comes complete with hood and metal plate for mounting to dashboard. Standard unit comes with 3 small magnets. A choice of one large magnet is available for high speed chases.

BY ADDING SUFFIX:
H = Halogen Lamp
CC = Coiled Cord
FM = Perm. Flat Mount
CP = Cigarette Plug
SC = Straight Cord
MAG = 90 lb. Magnet

(B) MODEL: ROT-2-5022
Size: 22" L x 5 1/4" H

MODEL: ROT-2-5015 - Same as above but 15" long.

(C) MODEL: STR-800-MAG-CP
DASH MOUNT MAGNETIC STROBE LIGHT - With 10' coiled cord double flash - 750,000 CP peak. As shown with 90 lb. magnet.

(D) MODEL: STR-KIT-GM-ALT - As shown with 12 foot cable on each head.
MODEL: STR-KIT-TM-ALT - Same as above but with 4 foot cables and trunk brackets.
MODEL: STR-KIT-RM-ALT - Same as above but with 2 recessed mounted heads. (312R type)
ALTERNATING GRILL KIT - Consisting of 2 Par 36 heads and power supply. Alternating double flash strobe lights, 700,000 CP , 80 flashes per minute. Power supplies have 4 outputs for adding 2 additional strobes.

(E) MODEL: KIT-STR-HA-404-CLEAR - This kit adds a high intensity strobe to your headlights or tailights. 4 selective flash patterns available, all solid state circuitry, operates on 12 volt DC.

NOTE: Any of the Par36 Heads (Series 312 Lights) can be ordered in strobe types.

ALWAYS SPECIFY COLOR WHEN ORDERING:
RED, AMBER, BLUE, GREEN
Available in variety of voltages
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